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Music Breath presents: Premium Pack bundle : Were glad to present you our complete bundle that includes all our rhythm-based
games and essential music making software. Poly World - travel across the world being accompanied by national music. Make
your way to the end, avoiding obstacles to the rhythm. Piano Cat - it is a captivating rhythm-based platformer, that combines
great electronic music and stylish graphics. Oscillatron: Alien Frequency - music arcade in space! You have to control the
spaceship and destroy the alien troops, and music will be your weapon! Electronic Piano - a standalone electronic synthesizer.
Ajust the parameters of sound effects and record the most incredible piano melodies Spectrum Analyzer - measure the power of
audio signals received from microphone on your computer Circuit Loops - a powerful EDM sequencer that will let you create
any genre of music you like using built-in samples and loops. You can get the bundle following the link below - of course, at a
great discount. Don't miss the chance to get these games and apps at a reduced price.. Spectrum Analyzer Is Coming Soon : We
are glad to present you a new program for working with sound - Spectrum Analyzer. It's time to expand your capabilities with a
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precise sound level meter. You will also get a detailed graphics with harmonic analysis. Meet our Spectrum Analyzer on the 17th
of April, don't miss it! Feel free to send your feedback with your first impressions, we will appreciate all of them.. Magic
Realm: Online Judge Dredd: Dredd vs.. Steam Summer Sale : Are you super-excited already? Now is a right moment for joy -
Summer Sale is finally here! Feel the beat and have a 50% discount on Spectrum Analyzer! Sincerely, Music Breath Team.
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